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In radar antennas, asymmetric side lobes are useful, where undesired signals such as noise and ground clutter should beminimized.
Also, for practical implementation, the feeding network of such antennas should be efficiently designed. In this paper, a simple
analytical method for synthesizing asymmetric side lobe pattern with a wide-angle steered null in the nonuniformly excited linear
arrays is presented. In this method, the difference in the side lobe levels on both sides of the main beam is achieved by varying just
the phase excitations of the two-edge elements. The major novelty of this paper lies in the fact that the required asymmetric side
lobe pattern can be achieved by changing a single phase shifter resulting in a simple feeding network.

1. Introduction

The performance of the radar and communication systems
is highly affected by the level of the interfering signals and
ground clutter that need to be rejected. In general, the
rejection is achieved by synthesizing an array with low side
lobe level or pointing the nulls towards the directions of
interfering signals or clutter returns. Thus, the topic of side
lobe reduction or cancellation has attracted much interest
in the past and is still of great interest especially with the
currently crowded spectrum.

From the computational complexity of the feed network
point of view, the methods of side lobe canceling can be
grouped into two categories. The first is fully controlled
arrays [1–7] that require full control of weights of all the
array elements, while the second is the partially controlled
arrays that require few elements’ weight to be controllable
[8]. In both groups, it is much easier to control the phase
distribution of the element excitations than to control the
amplitude distribution [9, 10]. To synthesize an array pattern
with specific constraints on the side lobe structure, various
optimization algorithms have been proposed in the literature.

These are particle swarm optimization [11, 12], genetic algo-
rithm [13, 14], and simulated annealing [15] or the convex
programming [16, 17]. However, most of these optimization
algorithms support the concept of fully controlled arrays,
where the amplitude and phase excitations of all or most of
the array elements are under control. This leads to a complex
and expensive feeding network.

A simple method for null steering by controlling the
amplitude and phase excitations of just the two-edge elements
has previously been described in [18] for uniformly excited
linear arrays. In this paper, the method is further extended to
obtain a very general strategy that is applicable to uniformly
and nonuniformly excited arrays. Moreover, a new and
simple analytical model for producing asymmetric pattern
with a large difference between the side lobe levels on both
sides of the main beam is presented. The amplitude of the
two-edge elements is adjusted initially; then by properly
changing the phase excitations of the two-edge elements of
the array antenna the asymmetric side lobe pattern can be
implemented, and the side lobe nulling can be steered to the
left or right side of the main beam.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed technique.

2. Problem Formulation

Consider a nonuniformly excited linear array antenna of𝑁 =
2𝑀 isotropic radiating elements placed symmetrically along
𝑥-axis and uniformly separated by a distance of 𝑑 = 𝜆/2. The
resulting symmetric normalized array factor is [19]

𝐴𝐹 (𝜃) =
𝑀

∑
𝑛=1

𝑎𝑛 cos [(𝑛 − 12) 𝑘𝑑 sin (𝜃) + (𝑛 −
1
2) 𝛽] , (1)

where 𝑘 is the wavenumber, 𝑎𝑛 are the excitation coefficients
of the array elements, 𝛽 is the progressive phase difference
between consecutive array elements, and 𝜃 is the observation
angle from (𝑧-axis) the normal to array axis and varies from
−90∘ to 90∘. To find analytically the element excitations 𝑎𝑛
that are required for a given side lobe pattern, there are
several array synthesizingmethods such asDolph-Chebyshev
and Taylor [19]. However, these conventional synthesizing
methods can only produce a symmetric beam pattern with
specific side lobe level.

The idea is to generate asymmetric side lobe level with
a capability of null steering in an array, whose radiation
pattern is defined by (1), by suitably modifying the amplitude
and phase excitations of just the two-edge elements while
maintaining the element excitations of the inner elements
unchanged. The two-edge elements have a radiation pattern
that is aligned and out of phase with the side lobe pattern
of the inner elements array. Then the total radiation pattern
in the far field is the summation of the pattern due to two-
edge elements and the pattern due to inner elements (𝑁 − 2
elements). More details of this analytical model can be seen
in the next section.

3. Asymmetric Side Lobe Pattern

The array factor of the nonuniformly excited array which
consists of 𝑁 = 2𝑀 elements was given in (1), whereas the

radiation pattern due to the two-edge elements alone can be
written as

𝐴𝐹2 (𝜃)

= 2𝑎𝑀 cos [(𝑀 − 12) 𝑘𝑑 sin (𝜃) + (𝑀 −
1
2)𝛽] .

(2)

As each edge element is located at a distance equal to (𝑀 −
1/2)𝑑 from the center of the array, the pattern of the two-edge
elements has grating lobes rather than side lobes.

Now we consider the case where the excitations of the
two-edge elements in the nonuniformly excited array (shown
in Figure 1) are modified such that the amplitude is scaled by
a factor𝐴, and a phase shift 𝑃 is added between the two-edge
elements. Then, the far field pattern of the total 𝑁-elements
array (including both subarrays, the 𝑁 − 2 inner elements
array and two-edge elements array) after modification of the
two-side elements will be

𝐴𝐹𝑇 (𝜃)

=
𝑀−1

∑
𝑛=1

𝑎𝑛 cos [(𝑛 − 12) [𝑘𝑑 sin (𝜃) + 𝛽]]⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
𝑁−2 elements array without edge elements

+ 2𝑎𝑀𝐴 cos [(𝑀 − 12) [𝑘𝑑 sin (𝜃) + 𝛽] − 𝑃]⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟⏟
two-edge elements alone

.

(3)

It is wanted to set the values of 𝐴 and 𝑃 so that the side lobe
structure of the two-edge elements is exactly identical to that
of the𝑁− 2 inner elements array pattern. To get asymmetric
side lobe level, the side lobe structures of these two subarrays
should be in phase in one side of the main beam and out of
phase in the other side of the main beam.

The amplitude excitation of the two-edge elements is
found at the design stage depending on the design side lobe
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Figure 2: Radiation patterns of the original Dolph-Chebyshev array and the proposed arrays for𝑁 = 16, 𝑑 = 𝜆/2, and 𝑃 = 9.1576∘.

level; then the required change in the amplitude excitations of
the two-edge elements can be easily found from the following:

𝐴 = SLLReq2𝑎𝑀 , (4)

where SLLReq represents the required side lobe level in the
synthesized stage of the nonuniformly excited array pattern
and 𝑎𝑀 is the original amplitude excitation of the edge
elements in a known nonuniformly excited array.

Next, the required value of 𝑃 can be easily found from
(3) by first specifying the prescribed direction of the jamming
signal or clutter return, that is, 𝜃 = 𝜃jammer, and then putting
𝐴𝐹𝑇(𝜃jammer) = 0. Thus (3) becomes a function of a single
unknown parameter. This analytical property makes the
proposedmethod convergemuch faster than any other global
optimization methods such as particle swarm optimization
and genetic algorithm.

Choosing 𝑃 by this way not only creates a null at jammer
direction but also cancels or reduces most of the side lobes in
one side of the main beam by virtue of side lobe structure
matching in both subarrays that are represented by (3).
Finally, knowing𝑃, themodified phase excitations of the two-
edge elements which are located at positions −(𝑀 − 1/2)𝑑
and (𝑀 − 1/2)𝑑 in the nonuniformly excited linear array are
−(𝑀 − 1/2)𝛽 − 𝑃 and (𝑀 − 1/2)𝛽𝑃.
4. Simulation Results

To validate the effectiveness and find the convergence speed
of the proposed method, a number of examples have been
performed on a 2.4GHz Laptop equipped with 2GB of
RAM. In the following, the Dolph-Chebyshev and Taylor
distributions as examples for nonuniformly excited arrays are
considered. In all cases, a linear array with 𝑑 = 𝜆/2 and
various numbers of array elements (𝑁) was assumed.

The first example starts with Dolph-Chebyshev excited
array with designed SLL = −20 dB and 𝑁 = 16 elements.
Also, suppose that the jammer direction is at 𝜃 = 65∘. The

far field radiation patterns of the original Dolph-Chebyshev
array, the two-edge elements, and the resulting total pattern
according to (3) are shown in Figure 2. Here, the value of 𝑃
was found to be 𝑃 = 9.1576∘ (9.16∘). From this figure, it can
be seen that the radiation pattern of the two-edge elements
is matched well with that of the original Dolph-Chebyshev
array across a wide angular range centered around 𝜃 = 65∘
and extending to many side lobes on right side of the main
beam. Thus, most of the side lobes in the right-hand side
in the resulting pattern have been reduced down by more
than 25 dB with respect to the original Dolph-Chebyshev
pattern. Moreover, the required null direction centered at
𝜃jammer = 65∘ has been successfully fulfilled. On the other
hand, the left-hand side of the resulting pattern has a peak
side lobe level equal to −15 dB (i.e., an increase in its side lobe
level by 5 dB with respect to the original Dolph-Chebyshev
array pattern). In this example, we obtain a gap of 30 dB
between the side lobes at both sides of the main beam. An
improvement of more than 10 dB over the results reported in
[9, 10] has been noticed.Themain beamwidths in the original
Dolph array and the proposed array patterns are 6.7520∘ and
7.26∘, respectively, while the taper efficiency has changed from
96.09% to 86.86%. Figure 3 shows the amplitude and phase
distributions of the original Dolph-Chebyshev array and the
proposed array which are responsible for the synthesized
patterns of Figure 2. It is clear that only the phase excitation
of the two-edge elements has been modified. As mentioned
earlier, the amplitude excitation of the two-edge elements is
adjusted initially at the design stage of the Dolph-Chebyshev
array.

In the second example, the number of array elements
is chosen to be 𝑁 = 30 and we also started from Dolph-
Chebyshev excited array with designed SLL = −20 dB as
the previous example. Here, the prescribed null direction is
centered at 𝜃jammer = −30∘ and the value of 𝑃 is computed
from (3) to be 18.7121∘. Figures 4 and 5 show the resulting
patterns and the corresponding amplitude and phase excita-
tions, respectively. Again, from these results, it can be seen
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Figure 3: Amplitude and phase distributions of the original Dolph-Chebyshev array and the proposed arrays for𝑁 = 16 and 𝑑 = 𝜆/2.
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Figure 4: Radiation patterns of the original Dolph-Chebyshev array and the proposed arrays for𝑁 = 30, 𝑑 = 𝜆/2, and 𝑃 = 18.7121∘.

that the gap in side lobe between both sides of the main beam
is 20 dB and the proposed array has achieved the desired
objectives by placing a wide null at exactly the prescribed
jammer direction. For further quantitative evaluation, the
directivity, half-power beam width, taper efficiency, runtime,
and peak side lobe level are computed and compared for both
original Dolph array and the proposed array as shown in
Table 1. Generally, the directivity and taper efficiency have
been slightly decreased, while theHPBW is slightly increased.

Furthermore, two new performance evaluation parame-
ters are introduced. The first one is the area under the side
lobe regions (AUSL), while the second one is the area under
the main beam (AUMB). The percentage difference in the

area undermain beams of the proposed array and the original
Dolph-Chebyshev array patterns can be written as

ΔAUMB =
AUMBProposed − AUMBDolph


AUMBDolph

. (5)

On the other hand, the percentage difference in the area
under side lobes for the proposed array and the original
Dolph-Chebyshev array patterns can be written as

ΔAUSL =
AUSLProposed − AUSLDolph


AUSLDolph

. (6)
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Figure 5: Amplitude and phase distributions of the original Dolph-Chebyshev array and the proposed arrays for𝑁 = 30 and 𝑑 = 𝜆/2.

Table 1: Patterns features for different number of array elements𝑁 and 𝑑 = 𝜆/2.

Features Original Dolph array pattern Proposed array pattern
(change with respect to original Dolph pattern)

𝑁 = 10 𝑁 = 16 𝑁 = 30 𝑁 = 10 𝑁 = 16 𝑁 = 30
Directivity [dB] 9.8441 11.8794 14.4222 9.5102

(−3.34%)
11.5210

(−3.02%)
14.1047
(−2.2%)

HPBW [deg] 11.1520 6.7520 3.5200 11.8200
(5.98%)

7.26
(7.5%)

3.8700
(9.9%)

Taper efficiency 0.9622 0.9609 0.9207 0.8404
(−12.6%)

0.8686
(−9.6%)

0.8955
(−2.7%)

Runtime [second] 1.75756 1.83548 1.87657 1.75756
(0.0%)

1.83548
(0.0%)

1.87657
(0.0%)

Peak SLL [dB] −20 −20 −20 −15.1
(4.9 dB)

−15.7
(4.3 dB)

−16.7
(3.3 dB)

AUSL 0.0442 0.0531 0.0683 0.0343 0.0290 0.0238
ΔAUSL % — — — (−22.4%) (−45.38%) (−65.15%)
AUMB 0.262 0.1796 0.0917 0.2890 0.1935 0.0981
ΔAUMB % — — — (10.3%) (7.74%) (6.97%)

These areas are computed and compared for various scenarios
as shown in Table 1. As expected, the value of AUMBProposed
is slightly larger than that of AUMBDolph, while AUSLProposed
is much smaller than that of AUSLDolph. This fully confirms
the effectiveness of the proposed array. More importantly, the
value of ΔAUSL is increasing with larger number of array
elements (𝑁), while the value of ΔAUMB is decreasing.

In the next example, we start from a Taylor excited array
with designed SLL = −20 dB and 𝑁 = 16 elements. The
resulting patterns are shown in Figure 6 which clearly shows
that the required null position centered at 𝜃jammer = 20∘ has

been achieved and a gap of 20 dB in the side lobe between
both sides of the main beam has been obtained. Here, the
value of 𝑃 was found to be 𝑃 = 6.75∘.

Finally, for a real examination, we used a 16-element
linear array of half-wavelength dipoles over a simulated
finite ground plane based on wire grid model as shown
in Figure 7(a) and obtained active element patterns using
4NEC2. 4NEC2 is an efficient tool for modeling these thin
dipoles in free space and exploring the array performance,
including the effects of mutual coupling. In this structure,
we assumed a vertical array of 16 horizontal half-wavelength
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Figure 6: Radiation patterns of the original Taylor pattern and the
proposed arrays for𝑁 = 16, 𝑑 = 𝜆/2, and 𝑃 = 6.75∘.
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Figure 7: (a) Configuration of an array with 16 dipoles over ground
plane. (b) Radiation patterns of the original Dolph pattern and the
proposed arrays. Center frequency = 1GHz.

dipoles (for the design frequency of 1 GHz; then the length of
each dipole in free space is equal to 150mm). Such arrange-
ment of horizontal dipoles will have significant broadside
coupling between the elements.

In the 4NEC2 model of the Dolph excited array, each
dipole was divided into 21 segments and a voltage source
assigned to the center segment (segment 11) of each dipole.
This allowed the specific amplitude and phase excitations
to be applied to the individual elements. In this model,
the Dolph-Chebyshev excited array with designed SLL =
−20 dB and𝑁 = 16 dipoles is considered. Figure 7(b) shows
the original Dolph pattern and the resulting pattern with
asymmetric side lobe level. These patterns are, of course,
different from those in Figure 2 due to the mutual coupling
effect and the active element pattern.

5. Conclusions

The problem of producing wide tunable nulls along with
asymmetric side lobe pattern in nonuniformly excited linear
arrays using simple analytical model has been addressed.The
wide null and asymmetric side lobe pattern are accomplished
by reusing edge elements of the array whose radiation pattern
approximates that of the side lobe pattern of the main
array over a wide angular range. The proposed array was
applied to a Dolph-Chebyshev distribution as well as Taylor
distribution and achieved differences in the side lobe level on
both sides of the main beam as great as 20 dB. Almost same
beam width and directivity were noticed, as compared with
original Dolph-Chebyshev arrays. The other advantage of
the proposed analytical method over the global optimization
methods is its ability to offer faster solution and simpler
implementation.The basic principle of the proposed method
can be extended to other nonuniformly excited linear or
planar arrays.
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